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Body: Background: The aspiration of foreign bodies from the respiratory airways of children is important
and they are a significant cause of death and raise the risk of severe pulmonary disease. Aim: To study the
etiological, clinical and endoscopic effects on children undergoing foreign body aspiration. Method: We
present a retrospective study of 38 cases of bronchial foreign body, who presented in the pulmonary
pediatric clinic during 2011-2012, with a median age - 3,6±0,2 years. The diagnosis was confirmed by rigid
tube bronchoscopy. Children were investigated with a history suggesting aspiration. Clinical and radiological
pulmonary signs accounted for 61,16%, local hyperinflation 21%, atelectazis 27% and mediastinal
displacement 10,52%. Results: 65,8% of children came from rural zones. Aspiration commonly happens in
the summer-autumn season (73,7%) when seed and nuts harvesting occurs. Aspiration typically presents
initially with a dry cough (76,6%), followed by broncho-obstructive syndrome (33%) then signs of pneumonia
(52,6%).Bronchoscopy confirms the predominance of: sun flower seeds (71%), pumpkin seeds (5.,7%), fish
bones (5,7%), nuts, pieces of fruit (7,2%), watermelon seeds, eggshell–2,6% each and other food stuffs
(7,2%). The foreign bodies were more commonly found in the right bronchus (52,6%), the frequency in the
left one was 36,8%. In 10,3% cases it was found in both bronchi. 71% of children had cataral-purulent
endobronchitis, 26,3% granulations, mucosal friability in 15,8%, localized bleeding 13,2%. Conclusion: In
Republic of Moldova, foreign body aspiration frequently presents as a pediatric emergency and sunflower
seeds are the commonest cause.
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